
Refinishing
Cabinets

The PaintPositive step-by-step

process to transform any cabinetry.



We can transform your kitchen for
results beyond your hopes and dreams. 

Refinishing cabinetry is
the quickest and most
economical way to
refresh a kitchen.
PaintPositive is skilled,
knowledgeable and
experienced in cabinet
refinishing. We have
successfully
transformed dated and
worn-out cabinets,
helping our customers
achieve a look .BEFORE  Years of use and wear

quickly age  cabinet doors , and
the current stain or paint color
may be out of style. 

AFTER  The refinished cabinets
have a contemporary color that
gives the kitchen a refreshed
new look.
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Eight steps. 
One completely new look. 

Protect your home

Disassemble Cabinets

Wash and Degrease

Prep and Prime

We take all precautions to protect
your home. We cover floors and
countertops, seal work-zone in
plastic and create airtight plastic
barrier. 

We disassemble and label every
door and drawer specific to its
exact location.using the same
method every time to ensure
organization for reassembly. 

We set up a clean and degrease
station in the garage, thoroughly
wash and degrease all cabinets,
and mask and tape each cabinet
box. 

We set up a sprayer in central
location, double check tape and
plastic is still In tact, scuff sand
cabinets, vacuum area, wipe with
tack cloth, and then Oil Prime
cabinets. 

We invest in the
highest quality
equipment and

materials to
produce the

highest quality
final product. 
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Sand and Vacuum

Airless Spray Urethane
Application

Reassemble & Clean-up

Final Coat Urethane

Note | We repeat step 5 between steps 6 and 7

This step is repeated between each
application to maximize results. 

We use top-of-the-line, state-of-
the-art equipment and the highest
quality material available. We have
continually invested in staying up to
date with the latest market updates
and trends to provide consistent
results.

We spray on final urethane coat
and calculate and follow proper dry
times. 

We have systematically labeled
every component of your kitchen,
we will now reassemble to ensure
proper function and form.
PaintPositive will ensure they are
leaving you 100% satisfied with your
new kitchen project. 

To create a beautiful, modern look
trust your project to the experts,
PaintPositive. We have invested in
cabinet-refinishing specific equipment
and have a proven, repeatable method
that provides consistent results. 


